
Encephalitis lethargica

or
The medical case

of Lodz chess master 
Achilles Frydman



Laudation for Edward Winter

William Hartston has called Edward Winter „probably the most meticulous and 
diligent researcher and chess writer around.”

(...) He has edited and translated books by Capablanca and Alekhine, while 
among his own works are Capablanca (Mc Farland, 1989), Chess Explorations 
(Cadogan, 1996) and Kings, Commoners and Knaves (Russell Enterprises, 
1999). 

Taylor Kingston, Heroic Tales: The Best of ChessCafe.com 1996-2001, p.219.

(...) and in March 2002 ChessCafe.com welcomed on-line his celebrated „Chess 
Notes”, which had previously been a periodical and a magazine column.



„Sourceless Soltis”



Bill Wall;
a negative hero?

Contribution
of

Reuben Fine



Stimulated by C.N. 2917, on 3 July 2002 I wrote an e-mail to David Hayes, who published 
the Frydman item a la Bill Wall on his page:
http://www.logicalchess.com.

Dear Sir,
I would like to ask you about your source of information regarding Paulino Frydman who, 
according you, „used to run around nude in hotels yelling ‘fire’.”

On Thursday, July 04, 2002  6:43 AM my correspondent wrote to me and to Bill Wall:

All historical information is from Mr. Bill Wall.

On July 05, 2002  01:33 Bill Wall wrote to me and to David Hayes:

Tomasz and David,

I am trying to track where I found this information on the Polish master Paulino Frydman. So far, it 
is not obvious from any of my chess books, so I need to look at some old chess magazines such as 
British Chess Magazine, Chess, Chess Life etc.
This was supposed to be just what Carlos Torre did when he had a mental breakdown. Other 
documented mental breakdowns occurred with Steinitz, Rubinstein, Miles, Morphy, perhaps Fischer 
now.

Bill Wall

No further information from Bill Wall followed.



In C.N. 2917 Edward Winter also wrote:
„Perhaps a Polish correspondent can locate further details.”

His appeal could not be unanswered...



„What really happened?”
Who (and if) run around naked?

After visiting the State Archive in Gdansk
and Psychiatric Hospital in Starogard Gdanski
in May 2005 
the true story of poor Achilles Frydman
could be presented.



LODZ 1935
Semifinal of Polish Championship

Achilles Frydman - second from the right.



8 Masters’ Tournament
Lodz 1936/37

Sitting, left to right: M. Najdorf, P. Frydman, 

A. Weinreich (president of the Lodz Chess Club), T. Regedzinski.

Standing, left to right: I. Appel, J. Kolski, A. Frydman, NN, A. Szpiro, E. Gerstenfeld



4th Championship of Poland
Jurata, 23 May - 6 June 1937

Tournament directors, master Dawid Przepiórka and colonel Marian Steifer, did their 
best: perfect accommodation (the prestigious „Lido” Hotel on the Hel peninsula), an 

appropriate prize fund (I - 200$, II - 150$, ..., XI - 15$, Brilliancy Prize - 100$) and ... 
nice weather at the turn of May and June. The field was strong (only P. Frydman and 
K. Makarczyk were absent) and enhanced by six foreign competitors: Stahlberg, Pirc, 

Foltys, L. Steiner, E. Anderssen and Apscheneek.
The tournament determined not only the Championship of Poland but also the names of 

the Olympic team members for Stockholm 1937.  



POLAND 
TODAY



Jurata Kur-Ort on Hel peninsula was established in 1928.  
„Lido” Hotel in Jurata on the post-card from 1930s.

Not a very big building, but please remember: peninsula is only 100-500 m wide! 



Moshe-Mendel-Mieczyslaw Najdorf (right) as a soldier of Polish Army wins a game 
versus Zawadzki during III Championship of Poland in Warsaw, May - June 1935.
The Jurata game A. Frydman - Najdorf should be played on 3 June 1937 (round 15)



Gdynia, 4 June 1937

The report made by a doctor in Gdynia hospital for 
Kocborowo Psychaitric Hospital

(...) Achilles Frydman, age 33, temporary in Jurata on 
the chess tournament, on 3 June suddenly gave signs of 
a mental disease, and later - he suffered an attack of 
fury, being dangerous for himself and associates.
(...) His brother, Mr Leon Frydman, a medical in Lodz, 
was called by the telephone and came to Jurata. His 
diagnosis was: strong psycho-motor excitement,
optical and aural delusions, persecution mania, 
aggressiveness; he attacked associates, wanted to 
escape, from time to time he was loosing consciousness, 
no orientation regarding persons and location.
(...) he is sent to Kocborowo, because his presence 
outside a close medical institution would be risky for 
both himself and environment. The treatment in a close 
institution is obligatory.

(Dr Witold Szymborski)



„Two days ago, during chess contest in Jurata, his colleagues - 
chessplayers observed: several times he woke up and took showers in 

the night, loud behaviour, enlarged excitability, sleeplessness.”

(From the paper: „The Malady Report”,
fulfilled on 4 June 1937 in Kocborowo.)



The Malady Report

Achilles Frydman, born 19 March 1904 
in Lodz, clerc in the bank, single.



The political map of North Poland and Freie Stadt Danzig in years 1920 - 1939.

Jurata     

Gdynia   

Kocborowo
- today a part of 
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 but in 1937 -

 independent  

 administrative

 unit.



Hospital in Kocborowo

  Building of Administration - May 2005                 (photo: T. L.)


